
Previous: 7,773.3 PSEi change: -1.30%

High: 7,742.9 Best: JFC +1.50%

Low: 7,623.8 2nd best: GLO +1.21%

Close: 7,672.0 2nd worst: ALI -3.20%

Val. traded (mn): 5,503.1 Worst: URC -5.88%

Tenor Change Yield Tenor Change Yield

1 month +0.5979 3.6219 4 years -0.0339 5.9554

3 months +0.0375 3.3103 5 years +0.0166 5.8500

6 months +0.0069 4.2703 7 years -0.0007 6.3000

1 year +0.0296 4.8622 10 years +0.0015 6.5446

2 years -0.2712 5.0592 20 years +0.0517 7.5446

3 years -0.0222 5.1277

Previous Close Previous Close

PHP/USD 53.220 53.095 EUR/USD 1.1681 1.1732

Tenor Change Yield Tenor Change Yield

3 months +0.0391 2.0203 5 years -0.0017 2.8479

6 months +0.0110 2.1909 10 years -0.0130 2.9598

2 years +0.0081 2.6694 30 years -0.0225 3.0822

Philippine peso

August 1, 2018

LOCAL MARKETS

Key Events PSEi Snapshot

Equities

Bond Market Movement

Fixed Income

Philippine equities declined after several days of gains, pulled down by inflation concerns and declines in several large-weighted stocks. Local fixed

income yields rose as the 1-month surged upward, resuling in a bearish flattening of the curve. The peso appreciated slightly ahead of the expected

policy rate hike by the BSP on August 9.

Foreign Exchange

OVERSEAS MARKETS

Global stocks posted gains as sentiment was lifted by the news that US and China are trying to revive talks to prevent a full-blown trade war.

Meanwhile, US Treasury yields and the dollar were up as the US economy continues to be robust while other regions are experiencing a slowdown.

Global Markets

US Treasuries

 Aboitiz Power (PSE Ticker: AP) saw an increase in 2Q EBITDA YoY, from 
Php11.1 Bn to Php12.0 Bn. However, non-recurring losses stemming mostly 
from foreign exchange movements resulted in consolidated net income falling 
from Php5.3 Bn to Php5.1 Bn. Overall net income for the first half of the year fell 
from Php9.7 Bn to Php9.1 Bn, a decline of about 6.2%. 

 Bangko Sentral ng Pilipinas (BSP) reported that domestic liquidity (M3) grew 
by 11.7% YoY to aboout Php11.1 Tn in June 2018, although month-on-month 
M3 decreased by 0.1%. Net claims on the central government rose by 12.5% in 
June compared to 17.3% in May. This came after the increase of borrowings by 
the National Government as the BOT raised  Php121.765 Bn from three-year 
retial bonds in June.  
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-1.30% DoD; Net Foreign 
Buying: $4.81mn 

 The local equity index dropped due to mixed trading sentiments. Foreign 
buying has continued, but it was not enough to offset high inflation expectations 
and the decline of heavily weighted stocks. URC was the worst performer as 
disappointing results weighed down on the price. The index fell 1.30% to end at 
7,672.0. 

 Local fixed income yields rose, strongly led by the 1-month tenor which rose 
59.79 bps, ending above the 3-month tenor. The long end was generally flat after 
the Bureau of the Treasury rejected all bids for the 20-year issuance yesterday. 
On average, the yield curve marginally rose by 3.76 bps. 

 The Philippine peso slightly appreciated after the BSP maintained its aggressive 
stance of correcting the high inflation figures this year. Investors await the policy 
decision in the upcoming August 9 BSP meeting, where a policy rate hike is 
expected. The USD/PHP pair closed at 53.095 (-0.23% DoD). 
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 US stocks gained amid reports that talks to defuse the brewing trade war 
between US-China will resume. Strong earnings from Apple Inc. also helped stop 
the decline of technology shares. The DJIA and S&P 500 closed at 25,415.19 
(+0.43 DoD) and 2,816.29 (+0.49 DoD) respectively. 

 European equities closed higher as investors cheered the revival of US-China 
trade talks. Further, 2Q18 corporate earnings are strong so far.  The MCSI 
Europe closed  at 132.00 (+0.22% DoD). 

 Asian equities slightly declined partially due to some profit-taking. Positive 
developments that occurred after markets closed might lift sentiment in the 
coming days. The MSCI APxJ Index closed at 542.67 (-0.08% DoD). 

 US Treasury yields were up as increases in yields of shorter-tenored securities 
outweigh the decrease in 10YR yields after the Bank of Japan affirmed loose 
monetary policy. Yields increased 0.35 bps on average, with the benchmark 
10YR yield declining 1.30 bps to close at 2.9598. 

 The US dollar strengthened as positive consumer confidence results provided 
further support to an already strong economy. Meanwhile, EU and China are 
showing signs of slowdown. The DXY closed at 94.554 (+0.22% DoD). 

This material, which is strictly for information purposes only, is for your sole use, does not constitute a recommendation or an offer to sell or a solicitation to buy any financial product. Any information is subject to change without notice and BPIAMTC is not under any obligation to 
update or keep current the information contained herein. You are advised to make your own independent judgment with respect to the matter contained in this document. No liability whatsoever is accepted for any loss that may arise (whether direct or consequential) from any use 
of the information contained herein. 
All funds managed by BPI Asset Management & Trust Corp. and affiliates are Trust and/or Investment Management Funds, which do not carry any guarantee of income or principal, and are NOT covered by the Philippine Deposit Insurance Corporation.  Past performance is not a 
guarantee of future results. BPI AMTC Investment Funds are valued daily using the marked-to-market method. 


